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Abstract

The size dependence of strength observed in submicrometer face-centered-cubic (fcc) metallic crystals under uniform deformation
depends on the interaction of pre-existing dislocations with surfaces. To date, however, the dislocation processes controlling flow stress
scaling in fcc crystals less than 100 nm in size have remained an open question due to limited knowledge on microstructural evolution
during deformation in such small volumes. Here, molecular dynamics computer simulations employing a technique of high-temperature
annealing and quenching on porous crystals were used to generate complex dislocation microstructures in sub-75 nm Cu pillars with high
initial dislocation densities of 1016 m�2, which made it possible to quantitatively examine their evolution during compression as a func-
tion of pillar diameter. These simulations reveal a transition from a state of dislocation exhaustion, where mobile dislocations are lost at
the free surface and the dislocation density steadily decreases, to a regime of intermittent plastic flow between elastic loading and source-
limited activation inside the pillars. It is shown that plastic flow stresses predicted during dislocation exhaustion regime exhibit little to no
size dependence, while pronounced size effects are found during source-limited activation. Remarkably, the relationship between flow
stress predicted at 5% strain and diameter is found to follow closely the power-law dependence reported in past experiments with larger
Cu crystals and smaller densities. A deformation mechanism map, expressed in terms of diameter, is developed and used to elucidate the
origin of size-dependent plasticity in nanoscale fcc crystals.
� 2011 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Knowledge of size effects on plastic deformation is of
fundamental importance to understanding plasticity and
fracture in low-volume materials for applications. Uniform
deformation of submicron-scale metallic pillars has become
ubiquitous to studying the dependence of plasticity on sam-
ple size at the nanoscale [1–7]. In recent years, most exper-
imental evidence has proved that the mechanical properties
of nanoscale compression pillars in face-centered-cubic
(fcc) metals such as Al, Au, Cu and Ni are characterized
by an intermittency of plastic flow with repeated load
jumps and rises at stress levels considerably higher than

those attained in bulk metals [1–16]. In addition, past
experimental studies [1–3,5–9,11,13–19] have shown that
the plastic flow stress r measured at 5% or 10% strain in
fcc metals displays a power-law scaling of the type
r / D�n, with D the diameter and n a scaling exponent
varying between 0.4 and 1.0, where it should be understood
that some uncertainty remains due to the difficulty in con-
ducting these measurements. To observe this behavior, the
common experimental method relies on carving out cylin-
drical microcrystals from bulk metals using focused ion
beam (FIB) milling [1–3]. This fabrication technique pro-
duces dislocation densities in excess of the initial defect
density present in the metal due to FIB-induced surface
damage [3,12,20–22]. FIB ion bombardment is known to
cause the formation of small dislocation loops that pene-
trate more significantly inside the pillar volume as the
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diameter decreases [6,12,20]. As dislocations are the pri-
mary carriers of plasticity in metals, studying the influence
of initial dislocation densities on size-dependent plasticity
at the nanoscale has become a focal point for research.
Alternatively, Greer and co-workers [16,23] have devised
a bottom-up approach using direct electrodeposition to
create h1 1 1i Cu pillars with diameters in the 100–500 nm
range without FIB-like surface damage. Their approach
produced Cu pillars with initial dislocation density as high
as 1.5 � 1014 m�2, which in reality corresponds to the pres-
ence of very few dislocations in these small volumes [16].
Surprisingly, the exponent n in the scaling relationship
between flow stress and diameter remains almost identical
in Cu nanopillars regardless of the fabrication method
[16]. These results therefore confirm that the evolution of
pre-existing mobile dislocations and their interaction with
free surfaces during deformation play a key role in the
size-dependent plasticity of metallic compression
nanopillars.

Discrete dislocation dynamics (DDD) computer simula-
tions have been extensively used in order to study the
mechanisms controlling flow stress scaling in microcrystals
with random networks of dislocations [21,24–39]. These
studies have predicted two types of size-dependent harden-
ing mechanism relevant to the compression of submicrom-
eter fcc pillars. One mechanism, source-truncation
hardening, depicts the breaking of Frank–Read loops pin-
ned at artificial points or by cross-slip processes [36], and
intersecting the free surface to form two single-arm sources
of shorter length, which are kept inactive until there is a
sufficient rise in the applied stress [27,28,34,36]. A second
mechanism, hardening by dislocation starvation, was pro-
posed when the rate of dislocation escape at free surfaces
is found to exceed that for dislocation multiplication, to
the extent that plastic deformation becomes source-limited
[24,25,30,32,33,35]. However, thermally activated processes
at atomic scale, such as surface-assisted dislocation nucle-
ation [40,41], remain largely unexplored in nanopillar plas-
ticity, because the DDD simulation technique cannot easily
capture such processes. Also, prior attempts made to use
atomistic simulations to reproduce the size-dependent
hardening behavior observed experimentally in fcc com-
pression nanopillars have not been successful because
defect-free crystals have always been considered in this type
of simulation [42,43].

Here, we use a new atomistic simulation technique to
describe the processes of microstructure evolution and
plastic flow scaling at atomic scale in small Cu nanopillars
containing high initial dislocation densities. Remarkably,
these simulations predict the same flow stress scaling as
that observed experimentally in nanoscale fcc crystals with
larger diameters and smaller densities. A deformation
mechanism map is developed based on a large number of
molecular simulations on crystals with different diameters
and initial microstructures. This map is used to show that
the size-dependent emission of new dislocations from small
immobile defects inside the pillars governs flow stress scal-

ing in nanoscale Cu crystals generated by the present tech-
nique, whereas neither source-truncation nor dislocation-
exhaustion processes are found to contribute significantly
to this effect.

2. Methods

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were conducted
with the software LAMMPS [44] using an embedded-
atom-method potential for pure Cu [45]. This study focuses
on single-crystalline h1 1 1i Cu pillars with different diame-
ters between 10.8 nm and 72.3 nm, using models with up to
10.5 million atoms. The initial pillar structures consisted of
[1 1 1]-oriented cylindrical crystals with a circular cross-sec-
tion. All directions were kept free except for the loading
direction. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed
along the [1 1 1] loading axis with a periodic length equal
to 30 nm, which was important to ensure no effects of
boundary and aspect ratio on the predicted plastic flow
stresses. The periodic length was doubled in one of the sim-
ulations to verify that the simulated flow stresses were not
significantly influenced by this dimension. Complex net-
works of dislocations were generated in each pillar in two
steps. First, a fraction of 10% of atoms was randomly
removed from the system. Second, a heat treatment con-
sisting of both high-temperature annealing and quenching
was simulated on each porous crystal under zero applied
loading in the isothermal–isobaric ensemble (constant
number of particles, pressure and temperature, NPT) using
a Nosé–Hoover thermostat: heating in 50 ps from 300 K to
1278 K (i.e., 100 K below the melting temperature for Cu),
annealing at 1278 K for up to 200 ps, quenching to 300 K
in 50 ps (Fig. A1). Different microstructures were generated
for the same pillar diameter by varying the random seed in
the atom removal step, or by increasing the annealing time
at 1278 K. In order to obtain an equilibrium state before
loading, an additional annealing under zero load was per-
formed for 50 ps at the temperature of deformation
(300 K). The nanopillars were deformed in compression
by shrinking the simulation box along the loading direction
at an engineering strain rate of 5 � 107 s�1 [46]. A Nosé–
Hoover thermostat was used to maintain a constant tem-
perature of 300 K during deformation in canonical ensem-
ble (constant number of particles, volume and temperature,
NVT). The time step was 5 fs. The local crystal structures
were recorded at 10 ps interval (2000 steps) using the anal-
ysis by Ackland and Jones [47]. Snapshots of simulation
were generated with the software AtomEye [48]. The calcu-
lation of stress in the loading direction is described else-
where [46].

3. Results

3.1. Dynamic evolution of microstructure

A cylindrical Cu nanopillar with a circular cross-section
of 43.4 nm in diameter produced by the above technique is
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shown in Fig. 1a. The simulated microstructures consisted
of an array of curved h1 1 0i dislocations on different
{1 1 1} slip planes typical of fcc metals, noting that the
maximum Schmid factor was 0.272 for this pillar orienta-
tion. All dislocations were dissociated into f111gh11�2i
partial dislocations connected by stacking faults, as indi-
cated by the hexagonal-close packed (hcp) atoms in yellow
in Fig. 1a. The microstructures also contained some small
stacking-fault tetrahedra and point defects such as vacan-
cies appearing in red in this figure. The initial fraction of
hcp atoms obtained at equilibrium state in the present
models was between 0.75% and 3.25% of the total number
of atoms. The corresponding dislocation density q was esti-
mated via the formula

q ¼ V hcp

hgi qat ð1Þ

with Vhcp the fraction of hcp atoms, hgi the average number
of hcp atoms in a stacking-fault ribbon connecting two
Shockley partials (per unit length of dislocation), and qat

the atomic density (76.2 nm�3). To establish this equation,

an assumption was made that the dislocations were all dis-
sociated with a stacking fault of constant width of hgi hcp
atoms. As such, the total length of dislocation was equal to
the total number of hcp atoms present in the system di-
vided by hgi. In addition, it was considered that the pillar
volume was equal to the ratio of total number of atoms
to qat. In the current simulations, it was estimated that
hgi � 108.4 nm�1, which corresponds to a range of disloca-
tion densities between 5.9 � 1015 m�2 and 2.3 � 1016 m�2.
Such initial densities are one order of magnitude larger
than those measured experimentally in FIB-machined
metallic nanopillars of 160 nm in diameter, 1015 m�2 [12].
Nevertheless, it is expected for smaller nanopillars to pres-
ent higher dislocation densities [15,16,22]; for example, q
scales with 1/D if we assume that the height of the pillar
h is constant and that only one straight dislocation of total
length D glides inside a circular pillar of volume hp(D/2)2.
Therefore, the smallest dislocation density attainable in pil-
lars with a diameter and a periodic length equal to 43.4 nm
and 30 nm, respectively, similar to that shown in Fig. 1a, is
equal to 9.7 � 1014 m�2.

Fig. 1b and c presents different snapshots of simulation
of the microstructure evolution in this 43.4 nm diameter Cu
nanopillar under compressive loading. These figures reveal
a pronounced effect of dislocation starvation resulting in
the paucity of mobile dislocations, as clearly shown in
the model for a compression strain of 9.5%. This key result
agrees with past experimental observations in fcc metal
nanopillars below 500 nm in diameter [5,12,15,16], whereas
it was predicted in previous DDD simulation studies that
the total dislocation density is either constant or even
increases in the course of deformation [28,32,34,35,37].
Furthermore, we find that two regimes of plastic deforma-
tion have been successively reached in this pillar as the
applied strain increases. Using the evolution of the fraction
of hcp atoms as a function of applied strain, Fig. 2a shows
that the first regime is a progressive stage of dislocation
exhaustion, up to a critical strain of 5.4%, during which
the density of mobile dislocations decreases from
1.7 � 1016 m�2 to 3.6 � 1015 m�2 at a quasi-constant
escape rate. This effect was caused by significant disloca-
tion annihilation at free surfaces, whose dynamic processes
are detailed in Movie S1 for compression strains up to
9.5%. A more refined sequence, Movie S2, starting at a true
strain of 4.5%, clearly shows the occurrence of source-trun-
cation effects and spiral sources, similar to the mechanisms
observed in submicron-scale single crystals during DDD
simulations [28,29,36,37] or in situ experiments [49]. The
pinning points of such spiral dislocations were due to
cross-slip events as shown in Fig. 3. In contrast to past
studies, however, the pinning points were found to be
highly mobile and easily absorbed by the free surface upon
compression, which caused no multiplication of disloca-
tions in these pillars. Therefore, the rate of dislocation
escape was significantly larger than that for dislocation
nucleation, thereby explaining the decrease in dislocation
density. In the second regime of plastic deformation,

Fig. 1. Molecular dynamics simulation of a h1 1 1i Cu nanopillar with a
diameter of 43.4 nm and an initial dislocation density of 1.7 � 1016 m�2

under compressive loading. Atomic-level snapshots of microstructure
viewed from the top and front sides of the pillar at true compression
strains of (a) 0%, (b) 4.9% and (c) 9.5%. Atoms in hcp arrangement are
colored in yellow. Non-coordinated atoms, such as atoms near vacancies
and free surfaces, are shown in red. Atoms in fcc arrangement are not
shown for clarity.
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Fig. 2a and Movie S1 show that the behavior for strains
larger than 5.4% is related to a series of elastic loading
interrupted by dislocation avalanches. This phenomenon
was manifested by the successive emission of new disloca-
tion loops on a limited number of immobile defects inside

the pillar, such as small stacking-fault tetrahedra, which
were much smaller than the extended mobile dislocations
(Fig. 3). Emission events were found to start systematically
on the largest defect to continue with the smallest ones.
During this regime, referred to as source-limited activation
in the following, the dislocation density no longer decreases
in a significant manner (Fig. 2a), because both emission
and exhaustion of dislocations operate at the same rate.

Furthermore, Fig. 2c and e, and the snapshots of simu-
lation presented in Figs. 4 and 5, confirm the existence of a
transition from dislocation exhaustion to source-limited
activation in smaller nanopillars with a diameter equal to
21.7 nm and 10.8 nm. The disappearance of all pre-existing
dislocations is also made clear in the dynamic evolution of
microstructures presented at second 18 and second 7 in
Movies S3 and S4, respectively. A salient feature is that
the regime of source-limited activation did occur earlier
in these nanopillars than in the pillar with a diameter of
43.4 nm (Fig. 2a). We can interpret this observation by
the decrease in the number of pre-existing dislocations
via size reduction, when comparing Fig. 1a to Figs. 4a
and 5a, as discussed below.

3.2. Flow stress scaling

We find in Fig. 2b, d and f that significant serrated-like
behavior is caused in the stress–strain curves simulated at

Fig. 2. Compression behavior of simulated Cu nanopillars with diameters equal to 43.4, 21.7 and 10.8 nm and an initial dislocation density of
�2 � 1016 m�2. (a, c, and e) Evolution of the fraction of hcp atoms as a function of applied strain. (b, d, and f) true stress–strain curves simulated at 300 K
under constant strain rate.

Fig. 3. Close-up view on microstructure inside a 43.4 nm diameter pillar
at true compression strain of 5%. (a) Extended spiral dislocation; (b)
stacking-fault tetrahedron; (c) immobile defect cluster; (d) pinning point
due to cross-slip process. The crystal directions shown correspond to
X = ½11�2�, Y = ½�110� and Z = ½111�.
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300 K due to the repetition of dislocation glide and escape
events at the surface, like the intermittent plastic flow
reported experimentally in nanoscale Cu pillars [16]. How-
ever, it is also evident that the mechanical behavior is
markedly different, depending on whether the plastic defor-
mation proceeds by dislocation exhaustion or source-lim-
ited activation. In particular, Fig. 2b shows that a
constant flow stress of 1.34 ± 0.16 GPa is attained below
5.4% strain, and that the overall plastic flow presents no
strain-hardening effect during dislocation exhaustion. By
contrast, in the same figure, a significant increase in stress
is found at the onset of source-limited activation corre-
sponding to the elastic loading of the pillar followed by a
stress jump at 4.3 GPa. A similar response could be
observed in the yielding of defect-free fcc whiskers, where
the mechanism of surface dislocation nucleation is found
to be predominant [46,50,51]. However, a major difference
with this case is that, here, the sites for dislocation emission
were all found inside the nanopillars instead of the free
surface.

A comparison of the three stress–strain curves presented
in Fig. 2 for different pillar diameters allows us to conclude
that flow stresses during dislocation exhaustion regime do

not significantly vary with a change in diameter, as
opposed to those during source-limited activation. It also
appears that achieving source-limited activation and higher
flow stresses requires less applied strain when the sample
size decreases, as discussed below.

Furthermore, we compared these atomistic results to
experimental data by Jennings et al. [16], which were
obtained under constant loading rate, by measuring the
maximum flow stress attained along each stress–strain
curve up to a fixed amount of strain (5%). The maximum
flow stresses for compression strains up to 5% for 24 atom-
istic simulations with different initial microstructures are
represented in Fig. 6, as a function of pillar diameter, along
with the experimental data of flow stresses at 10% strain in
h1 1 1i Cu nanopillars. Remarkably, this figure shows that
the maximum flow stresses predicted by the present simula-
tion technique closely follow the scaling exponent of 0.61
fitted on experimental data obtained with larger crystal
diameters and smaller dislocation densities (�1014 m�2).
This finding therefore proves that the same effect of plastic
flow scaling under compression exists in h1 1 1i Cu nano-
pillars with diameters smaller than 100 nm.

Fig. 4. Molecular dynamics simulation of a h1 1 1i Cu nanopillar with a
diameter of 21.7 nm and an initial dislocation density of 2.1 � 1016 m�2

under compressive loading. Atomic-level snapshots of microstructure
viewed from the top and front sides of the pillar at true compression
strains of: (a) 0%, (b) 4.9% and (c) 9.5%.

Fig. 5. Molecular dynamics simulation of a h1 1 1i Cu nanopillar with a
diameter of 10.8 nm and an initial dislocation density of 1.9 � 1016 m�2

under compressive loading. Atomic-level snapshots of microstructure
viewed from the top and front sides of the pillar at true compression
strains of: (a) 0%, (b) 4.9% and (c) 9.5%. The arrow in (b) shows a small
dislocation loop on the pillar axis serving as a source for a new dislocation.
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4. Discussion

A deformation mechanism map for nanoscale h1 1 1i Cu
crystals, expressed in terms of diameter and based on the
above simulations, is presented in Fig. 7. Two regimes of
plastic deformation can be distinguished in this figure for
a given diameter, i.e., mobile dislocation exhaustion at
low applied strains and source-limited activation at large
applied strains. Outside the data scattering inherent to
the stochastic nature of these atomistic processes [11], this
figure clearly displays a power-law trend with an exponent
close to unity for the limit between the two regimes as a
function of pillar diameter. A geometrical analysis of the
number of mobile dislocations N present in the system

before compression, and their average length hLi, can be
used to interpret this trend. Past DDD studies have sug-
gested taking the pillar radius as an upper bound for the
length of dislocation sources in nanoscale crystals
[26,27,34]. In particular, assuming hLi � D/2 prior to
deformation agrees well with the present simulations. As
the initial dislocation density qi is almost constant between
each pillar, this assumption leads to a monotonic depen-
dence of N on diameter, such as

N � qihpðD=2Þ ð2Þ
Also we note in Fig. 2a that q decreases almost linearly

with the applied strain during dislocation exhaustion. Thus
the rate of dislocation loss at surfaces can be regarded as
nearly constant, which gives

ec / N ð3Þ
where ec is the strain at the onset of source-limited activa-
tion. Therefore, combining Eqs. (2) and (3) justifies why the
regime transition, i.e. ec, varies linearly with the pillar
diameter in Fig. 7.

The implications of this deformation map are three-
fold. First, a key finding in the present study is that nei-
ther source-truncation nor dislocation-starvation
processes causes significant size effect on flow stresses
during the regime of dislocation exhaustion. More specif-
ically, Fig. 2b has revealed that dislocation glide is gov-
erned by a unique flow stress, which could result from
the narrow length distribution of dislocations generated
in these small nanopillars, and that the overall plastic
flow presents no strain-hardening during dislocation
exhaustion. Previous experimental and computational
studies [13,19,33] have shown that the size dependence
of flow stress in single-crystalline fcc micropillars is
related to significant strain-hardening effects after slip
activation. This supports our finding that no size effect
took place during dislocation exhaustion as shown in
the three stress–strain curves in Fig. 2. To further con-
firm this hypothesis, Fig. 8 shows a log–log representa-
tion of the maximum flow stresses predicted at true
compression strains up to 2% and 10%. This figure
shows that the maximum flow stresses for strains up to
2% diverge noticeably from the experimental trend in
Fig. 6, and show little to no size dependence, while dis-
location exhaustion is predominant at this stage of defor-
mation in most nanopillars as shown in Fig. 7. On the
contrary, plastic flow stresses predicted at strains up to
10% exhibit strong size effects with a power-law scaling
behavior close to that obtained in Fig. 6. It should be
pointed out that source-limited activation takes place in
all models deformed at 10% strain, except for the nano-
pillar of 72.3 nm in diameter. In this case, the regime
transition occurred at �14% strain, so no significant var-
iation in maximum flow stress was found for strains
between 2% and 10%, as shown in Figs. 6 and 8.

Second, a conflicting observation has been made in the
past between experiments and DDD simulations, because

Fig. 6. Log–log plot of maximum flow stress up to 5% strain as a function
of pillar diameter from 24 atomistic simulations with different initial
microstructures. Experimental data of flow stresses obtained in h1 1 1i Cu
nanopillars at 10% strain are reported for comparison.

Fig. 7. Deformation mechanism map for nanoscale h1 1 1i Cu crystals
with initial dislocation densities of �1016 m�2 as a function of pillar
diameter.
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intermittent plastic flow and flow stress scaling in FIB-
machined fcc nanopillars were observed at much larger
compression strains in experiments [5,12,15,16] than in
DDD simulations [24,28,33,34,37–39]. This discrepancy
can be resolved by using Fig. 7. Owing to Eq. (2), the tran-
sition line in the deformation mechanism map is expected
to keep the same slope, as a function of diameter, while
shifting downward for smaller dislocation densities. There-
fore, the above difference may result from the absence of
significant dislocation loss predicted in DDD simulations,
as opposed to direct experimental observations [12]. How-
ever, aside from employing different methods to obtain an
accurate measure of flow stress, it is possible to postulate
from the present atomistic study that the size dependence
of strength in nanoscale fcc crystals under compression is
controlled by the same underlying mechanism in both
experiments and DDD simulations, i.e. source-limited
activation.

Third, the transition to source-limited activation can
provide a predictive understanding of flow stress scaling
in the crystals generated by the present technique. It was
argued that source-limited deformation could result in
the nucleation of new dislocation at surfaces [7,41], but
direct evidence for such mechanism have been difficult to
confirm; for example, in situ TEM experiments have been
able to capture the operation of single-ended sources inside
submicron-scale Al single crystals [49]. It was found here
that source-limited activation is controlled by the emission
of dislocation loops from small immobile defects inside the
pillars, such as small stacking-fault tetrahedra and defect
clusters as shown in Fig. 3. By way of illustration, the
arrow in Fig. 5b shows a small defect inside a 10.8 nm
diameter pillar, which serves as a source for a new dou-
ble-ended dislocation that escapes the crystal easily (see
Movie S5). This particular source is located at the center

of the pillar, where image stresses due the free surface are
small and can be neglected [30]. The uniaxial stress to acti-
vate this source is therefore [26,52]

rsource ¼
1

m
� a
0Gb
L

ln
L
b

� �
ð4Þ

where m is the Schmid factor for the active slip system, L is
the actual size of the double-ended source, G is the shear
modulus, b is the magnitude of Burgers vector, and the
parameter a0 is the source-length coefficient that varies with
the exact nature of the source (for double-ended Franck–
Read sources, Ref. [26] suggests taking a0 = 0.187). This
source activation model is represented in Fig. 8 using
m = 0.272, G = 42 GPa, b = 0.255 nm, and L = D/5. The
latter reflects the fact that the average size of defects
remaining in the system at a fixed amount of strain depends
on the diameter, which is also related to the deformation
mechanism map in Fig. 7, and is much smaller than the
average dislocation length prior to deformation (hLi � D/

2). Despite this approximation, Fig. 8 shows that the
source model is in excellent agreement with the plastic flow
scaling predicted by atomistic simulation at 10% compres-
sion strain, which therefore confirms that source-limited
activation is responsible for the scaling behavior observed
in the strength of nanoscale fcc crystals. Also, a caveat of
the current simulation technique is that strain rates im-
posed during nanopillar deformation are unrealistically
high compared to experiments. However, it can be hypoth-
esized that smaller strain rates would not change the pres-
ent conclusions because it has been observed
experimentally that nanoscale fcc crystals deformed in ten-
sion would be more rapidly starved out of mobile disloca-
tions as the strain rate decreases [49]. This therefore
suggests conducting a more detailed study of thermal acti-
vation at different temperatures and strain rates during
source-limited deformation and related size effects in Cu
nanopillars.

5. Conclusion

A simulation technique has been developed to provide
atomic-scale insights into the microstructural evolution of
nanoscale pillars in fcc metals under uniform deformation,
which is an important step forward to understanding size
effects in crystal plasticity relevant for nanoscale applica-
tions. This technique has enabled the simulation of key
mechanisms of nanoscale plasticity observed in the past
with different methods, such as in situ nanocompression
experiments or DDD simulations. This study has shown
that neither source-truncation nor dislocation-exhaustion
processes significantly contributes to the size dependence
of strength in nanoscale h1 1 1i Cu crystals generated by
the above technique, whereas flow stress scaling can be
associated with the emission of new dislocations from small
immobile defects inside the pillars. Also, the present tech-
nique is general, which may open up new opportunities

Fig. 8. Log–log plot of maximum flow stress for strains up to 2% and
10%, as a function of pillar diameter. Power-law scaling trends are
indicated by dashed lines. The solid line represents the source activation
model described by Eq. (4).
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to investigate complex phenomena in more extreme envi-
ronments, such as those involving thermal exposure or
radiation damage.
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